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Scallop is the world's first regulated neo-banking application that allows retail and institutional 

users to access the benefits of decentralised ecosystems but with the convenience of traditional 

bank accounts.



Scallop’s innovations are promising to transform the way we look at money forever. The solutions 

we offer  are designed to empower and transform the daily lives of our users for the better. This 

leaves Scallop with an enormous potential for user growth and adoption across all global 

markets. Therefore, our mission at Scallop is to provide mass market access to our innovative 

applications and bring Crypto into mainstream usage.



Whilst the adoption of Cryptocurrencies is growing, Crypto products still have little traction in 

the real world. There is a costly and complex conversion from Crypto to fiat currencies before 

users can use Cryptocurrency assets in everyday transactions. Providing seamless Cryptocurrency 

integration with conventional banking is a significant milestone on the road to mass adoption. 

This is known as ’fiat on-ramping and Scallop is the first project to offer this facility. By operating 

in both the Crypto and the fiat spaces simultaneously, the project enjoys the benefits of both 

systems whilst limiting the inefficiencies associated with traditional finance. To make 

Cryptocurrencies and their associated products viable for everyday transactions our products 

must be made simple, usable and trustworthy. Scallop intends to achieve this through firstly, 

regulation and transparency and secondly, by employing the latest blockchain technology to 

create the foundations of a secure project with a global appeal.



Scallop operates within the provisions defined by the e-money licensing regulations for the UK & 

the EU and is in accordance with the Electronic Money Regulations, 2011.
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PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS "NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER" SECTION CAREFULLY. 

NOTHING HEREIN CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU 

SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL 

ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION HEREWITH. NEITHER 

SCALLOP GROUP (THE COMPANY), ANY OF THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS (THE SCALLOP 

TEAM) WHO HAVE WORKED ON SCALLOP (AS DEFINED HEREIN) OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP 

SCALLOP IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, ANY DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF SCLP TOKENS (THE 

DISTRIBUTOR), NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DIRECT 

OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION 

WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE AT HTTPS://SCALLOPX.COM/ (THE 

WEBSITE) OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE COMPANY.



Project purpose: You agree that you are acquiring SCLP to participate in Scallop and to obtain 

services on the ecosystem thereon. The Company, the Distributor and their respective affiliates 

would develop and contribute to the underlying source code for Scallop. The Company is acting 

solely as an arms’ length third party in relation to the SCLP distribution, and not in the capacity 

as a financial advisor or fiduciary of any person with regard to the distribution of SCLP.



Nature of the Whitepaper: The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general 

informational purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an offer of 

securities, a solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any product, item, or asset (whether 

digital or otherwise). The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any 

element of a contractual relationship. There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness 

of such information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be 

provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Where the Whitepaper or the 

Website includes information that has been obtained from third party sources, the Company, the 

Distributor, their respective affiliates and/or the Scallop team have not independently verified 

the accuracy or completeness of such information. Further, you acknowledge that circumstances 

may change and that the Whitepaper or the Website may become outdated as a result; and 

neither the Company nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update or correct this 

document in connection therewith.



Token Documentation: Nothing in the Whitepaper or the Website constitutes any offer by the 

Company, the Distributor, or the Scallop team to sell any SCLP (as defined herein) nor shall it or 

any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection 

with, any contract or investment decision. Nothing contained in the Whitepaper or the Website 

is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the future 

performance of Scallop. The agreement between the Distributor (or any third party) and you, in 

relation to any distribution or transfer of SCLP, is to be governed only by the separate terms and 

conditions of such agreement.



Notes & Disclaimer
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The information set out in the Whitepaper and the Website is for community discussion only and 

is not legally binding. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal 

commitment in relation to the acquisition of SCLP, and no digital asset or other form of payment 

is to be accepted on the basis of the Whitepaper or the Website. The agreement for distribution 

of SCLP and/or continued holding of SCLP shall be governed by a separate set of Terms and 

Conditions or Token Distribution Agreement (as the case may be) setting out the terms of such 

distribution and/or continued holding of SCLP (the Terms and Conditions), which shall be 

separately provided to you or made available on the Website. The Terms and Conditions must 

be read together with the Whitepaper. In the event of any inconsistencies between the Terms 

and Conditions and the Whitepaper or the Website, the Terms and Conditions shall prevail.



Deemed Representations and Warranties: By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or any 

part thereof), you shall be deemed to represent and warrant to the Company, the Distributor, 

their respective affiliates, and the Scallop team as follows:


a.) in any decision to acquire any SCLP, you have shall not rely on any statement set out in the       

Whitepaper or the Website;


b.) you will and shall at your own expense ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory 

requirements and restrictions applicable to you (as the case may be);


c.) you acknowledge, understand and agree that SCLP may have no value, there is no guarantee 

or representation of value or liquidity for SCLP, and SCLP is not an investment product nor is it 

intended for any speculative investment whatsoever;


d.) none of the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and/or the Scallop team 

members shall be responsible for or liable for the value of SCLP, the transferability and/or 

liquidity of SCLP and/or the availability of any market for SCLP through third parties or otherwise; 

and


e.) you acknowledge, understand and agree that you are not eligible to participate in the 

distribution of SCLP if you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or otherwise), domiciliary and/or 

green card holder of a geographic area or country (i) where it is likely that the distribution of 

SCLP would be construed as the sale of a security (howsoever named), financial service or 

investment product and/or (ii) where participation in token distributions is prohibited by 

applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or administrative act (including without limitation the 

United States of America and the People's Republic of China); and to this effect you agree to 

provide all such identity verification document when requested in order for the relevant checks 

to be carried out.



The Company, the Distributor and the Scallop team do not and do not purport to make, and 

hereby disclaims, all representations, warranties or undertaking to any entity or person (including 

without limitation warranties as to the accuracy, completeness, timeliness, or reliability of the 

contents of the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published by the Company or 

the Distributor). To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Company, the Distributor, their 

respective affiliates and service providers shall not be liable for any indirect, 
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special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise 

(including, without limitation, any liability arising from default or negligence on the part of any of 

them, or any loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data) arising from the use of 

the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published, or its contents (including 

without limitation any errors or omissions) or otherwise arising in connection with the same. 

Prospective acquirors of SCLP should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties 

(including financial and legal risks and uncertainties) associated with the distribution of SCLP, the 

Company, the Distributor and the Scallop team.



Informational purposes only: The information set out herein is only conceptual, and describes 

the future development goals for Scallop to be developed. In particular, the project roadmap in 

the Whitepaper is being shared in order to outline some of the plans of the Scallop team, and is 

provided solely for INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES and does not constitute any binding 

commitment. Please do not rely on this information in deciding whether to participate in the 

token distribution because ultimately, the development, release, and timing of any products, 

features or functionality remains at the sole discretion of the Company, the Distributor or their 

respective affiliates, and is subject to change. Further, the Whitepaper or the Website may be 

amended or replaced from time to time. There are no obligations to update the Whitepaper or 

the Website, or to provide recipients with access to any information beyond what is provided 

herein.


Regulatory approval: No regulatory authority has examined or approved, whether formally or 

informally, any of the information set out in the Whitepaper or the Website. No such action or 

assurance has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any 

jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of the Whitepaper or the Website 

does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied 

with.


Cautionary Note on forward-looking statements: All statements contained herein, statements 

made in press releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be 

made by the Company, the Distributor and/or the Scallop team, may constitute forward-looking 

statements (including statements regarding the intent, belief or current expectations with 

respect to market conditions, business strategy and plans, financial condition, specific provisions 

and risk management practices). You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these 

forward-looking statements given that these statements involve known and unknown risks, 

uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future results to be materially different 

from that described by such forward-looking statements, and no independent third party has 

reviewed the reasonableness of any such statements or assumptions. These forward-looking 

statements are applicable only as of the date indicated in the Whitepaper, and the Company, the 

Distributor as well as the Scallop team expressly disclaim any responsibility (whether express or 

implied) to release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events after such 

date.
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References to companies and platforms: The use of any company and/or platform names or 

trademarks herein (save for those which relate to the Company, the Distributor or their respective 

affiliates) does not imply any affiliation with, or endorsement by, any third party. References in the 

Whitepaper or the Website to specific companies and platforms are for illustrative purposes only.


English language: The Whitepaper and the Website may be translated into a language other 

than English for reference purpose only and in the event of conflict or ambiguity between the 

English language version and translated versions of the Whitepaper or the Website, the English 

language versions shall prevail. You acknowledge that you have read and understood the English 

language version of the Whitepaper and the Website.


No Distribution: No part of the Whitepaper or the Website is to be copied, reproduced, 

distributed or disseminated in any way without the prior written consent of the Company or the 

Distributor. By attending any presentation on this Whitepaper or by accepting any hard or soft 

copy of the Whitepaper, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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Cryptocurrency acceptance has steadily grown year on year, and some of these are being 

increasingly  adopted in real-world use cases. There are, however, still many challenges that need 

to be overcome to bring virtual currencies into the mainstream. The following are some of these 

barriers:

Scallop’s fintech solution uses blockchain at its core, giving users a safe and secure gateway to 

the world of Cryptocurrencies. Scallop uses the blockchain to offer users banking solutions that 

are as secure and as robust as the solutions currently employed by traditional banking services.



The resulting ecosystem is designed, not only to be user-friendly but with a tremendous amount 

of security at its core. This provides consumers with all the tools they need to invest in the many 

opportunities provided by the Cryptocurrency space, without the complexity or ambiguity 

currently associated with their use. By combining the convenience of a debit payment card 

together with frictionless access to financial opportunities, Scallop will vastly improve 

accessibility to both Crypto savvy users and novices alike. We aim to remove as many of the 

obstacles that currently inhibit many inexperienced users from accessing the virtual currency 

domain. Scallop’s regulated bank accounts together with a user-friendly banking application 

provide a familiar environment that will instil confidence amongst users who are sceptical about 

the legitimacy of Cryptocurrencies. We strongly believe that by adopting these measures we will 

help bring Cryptocurrencies into general use.




Because traditional finance is subject to control by regulatory authorities, these banking 

institutions are able to provide security and oversight to users which the Cryptocurrency space 

doesn’t provide. To address this regulatory oversight, Scallop has sought and has been granted a 

Crypto licence from Estonia and a banking licence from Lithuania to provide Crypto and banking 

services all across the EU. Recently, Scallop also obtained a full banking licence to operate in 

Canada. This will allow Scallop to provide payment cards, have regulated bank accounts and 

other benefits associated with traditional finance, whilst simultaneously providing seamless 

access to Cryptocurrency markets in Canada as well. This makes Scallop the first institution in the 

world to offer customers regulated bank accounts.

t Overcoming the friction and cost when moving between fiat & Crypto environmentm

t Simplifying the complexity of Crypto ecosystems & entry barriers for everyday userm

t Navigating the complex & increasing regulatory pressures on Cryptocurrency projectm

t Overcoming Cryptocurrency’s lack of convertibility for use in everyday transactions

�� Introduction
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Scallop's aim is to overcome some of the many problems that regular Cryptocurrency users face 

in today's market. 


Below is a list of Scallop's products that Scallop is launching and their use casesE

X Scallop Banking Accounts - GBP/EUR banking accounts for retail useH

X Scallop Business Accounts - GBP/EUR banking accounts for business useH

X Scallop Cards - Virtual and physical debit cards for accounts.h

X Scallop Pay - Pay for your goods using Crypto/Defi tokens.h

X Scallop Multi-currency Wallets - Multi-currency fiat wallets to store and spend.h

X Scallop Money Transfer - Send fiat to anyone, anywhere in the world, using Crypto.h

X Scallop Exchange - A venue to convert Crypto tokens to fiat, and vice versa.h

X Scallop Chain - Powering the World’s first Bank on a Chain creating a powerful Scallop 

ecosystem

y~  Scallop Products

This not only enables the layperson to use Cryptocurrencies for everyday transactions but also 

provides business entrepreneurs with productive solutions to connect their businesses to the 

digital currency domain. Our fintech tools have the potential to become a trailblazing instrument 

for both companies and individuals who foresee digital assets having the same purchasing 

power and capabilities as traditional financial assets and want to take advantage of this 

accordingly.
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.1  How Scallop works?

3.1 System Architecture



The Scallop system architecture is powered by the Scallop chain.
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Provide LAM

Data Security


KYC | KYB | AML


Customer Detail

Crypto Transaction

Wallet Address Details


Transaction

IAM Services

Customer Detail


Security


SumSub

Customer Login  |  Account Detail  |  Trans.  

Customer Detail


Account Number | Details


Transaction Status  |  Details

Payment  Services

Modulr Huntli KYT Fireblocks Copper

Scallop App

App Initiation

Registration
KYC | KYB


AML

Login

Wallet Open

FIAT Account FIAT Diposit

Crypto Receive

App


Completion

Customer Onboaring

3.2 App Architecture



The Scallop app interacts with various powerful systems which are powered by Modulr, Huntli, 

Binance Custody, etc.
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4. Types of memberships :

BASIC Membership ELITE Membership

Free banking accounts Free banking accounts

Free virtual card Free virtual card

Free Hardware Wallet (When 


SCLP Worth $150 USD purchased)
Free debit card

Free Debit Card (When	


SCLP Worth $30 USD purchased)

Free Hardware wallet (When


SCLP worth $75 USD purchased)

Pay exchange fees and transaction


charges using SCLP

Pay exchange fees and transaction


charges using SCLP

ATM Withdrawals $250 USD Per Month ATM Withdrawals $500 USD Per Month 

24/7 Customer Live chat Support Free worldwide travel Insurance

Dedicated Customer manager

24/7 Customer Live Call Support
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5. Competitors :

5.1 Competitive advantage :

revolut

cashaaServices

UK Bank account 


with sort codes

Eu Bank accounts 


with IBAN

Multicurrency Fiat/Crypto 


Wallets with cards

Direct Debit cards with 


standing orders

Regulated crypto licence 


in EU

Crypto wallets for everyday 


use (send & receive)

Cold crypto wallets

Defi token acceptence

Native Blockchain

Market Cap
$15M


(SCLP Token)

$5.5B 

(No token)

$900M 

(WTX token)

$23M 

(CAS token)

$4.2B 

(CRO token)

$240M 

(COTI token)

$56B 

(No token)

$2.1B 

(Nexo token)

Scallop is the first service provider that allows users to instantly convert their Cryptocurrencies 

through their Scallop bank accounts and spend the converted funds directly in either traditional 

or online marketplaces. This is a unique service that other banking service providers do not 

address and is world-first. No other application from our competitors currently provides the 

breadth of services or accessibility of Scallop. Being the first offers Scallop a significant 

advantage over the competition in becoming the dominant player in the market as we move 

down the roadmap.
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6. Scallop Token Sale (SCLP):

6.1 Scallop Token



The Scallop Token (SCLP) is a utility token based on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) Network. 

BSC was chosen because of its expansive scope of DeFi functionality. The Scallop Token (SCLP) 

will run natively on BSC with BEP 20.



6.2 Token utility



Some use cases for the SCLP token are given below;

: The native token of Scallop Chai\

: Earn discounts on Scallop Aps

: Become a node validatoH

: To pay exchange/transaction feeV

: To pay Monthly management feeV

: To pay Institutional management feeV

: To pay Bank transfer feeV

: To pay the Loading & Unloading Fed

: ATM feeV

: To pay Token hosting feeV

: Access to Elite membership

SCLP Token

6.3 Exclusive owner benefits



Scallop Token (SCLP) holders will have access to the exclusive Scallop app and Scallop Business 

features:

: Crypto Back - from 0.5% to 1% on every in-store purchase paid in SCLÝ

: Institutional Offers - discount by institution/merchant networks, paid in SCLÝ

: Travel Offers - up to 1% for eligible foreign transactions paid in SCLÝ

: Business Rewards - Business incentives for using ARTH Stable coins, paid in SCLÝ

: Deposit Incentive - Reward 5% in SCLP TokenV

: Referral Bonus - 20 SCLP tokens when your friend signs up on scallop aps

: Sign up Bonus -10 SCLP tokens when you sign up on scallop app
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6.4 Token sale process



Scallop Token (SCLP) holders will have access to the exclusive Scallop app and Scallop Business 

features:

Tokens CryptobackFee Discount

50,000 SCLP 15% 1.00%

25,000 SCLP 10% 0.75%

10,000 SCLP 5% 0.50%

Ticker SCLP (Scallop Token)

Total token supply 100,000,000 SCLP

Token Type BEP 20 Token
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If A is Total Accrued Amount (principal + interest), P = Principal Amount, I = Interest amount,


r = Rate of Interest per year in decimal; R = Rate of Interest per year as a percent; (R = r *100) and 

I = Time Period involved in months or years then a simple interest equation holds:



If A is Total Accrued Amount (principal + interest), 


P = Principal Amount, 


I = Interest amount,


r = Rate of Interest per year in decimal; 


R = Rate of Interest per year as a percent; (R = r *100) and 


I = Time Period involved in months or years then a simple interest equation holds:



A = P(1 + rt)



For example, if an institution decides to invest  $10,000.00 in the Earn account for a period of 12 

months at an interest rate of 12O/o APY, then the total amount earned by the end of 12 months 

is:



First, convert R percent to r, a decimal


r = R/ 00 — 12%/100 = 0.12 per year.



Putting time into years for simplicity,


12 months/ 12 months/year =1 year.



Solving our equation:


A = 10000(1 + (0.12 x 1)) = 11200 A = $11,200.00



The total amount accrued, principal plus interest, from simple interest on a principal of


$10,000.00 at a rate of 12% per year for 1 year (12 months) is $11,200.00




7. Institutional Earn
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Security on our platform is of paramount importance, and we address this by steadfastly 

adhering to the following security measures:

Scallop has been granted the prestigious MSB licence by FINTRAC to carry out banking 

operations in Canada. This licence allows Scallop to operate a robust banking ecosystem in an 

important North American region, offering those users and institutional partners the full range of 

regulated banking services. 



Scallop is the trading name of Scallop Group Ltd a company registered in England and Wales 

with company number 12764221. Scallop UK accounts and debit cards are provided by Modulr 

Finance Ltd who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN: 

900699). 



Scallop EU accounts and debit cards are provided by Modulr FS Europe Limited who are 

authorised and  regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland (REF: C191242). Scallop follows 

Financial Reporting Standards and Statements of Standard Accounting Practice issued by the 

Accounting Standards Board. These Statements of Recommended Practice issued by industry 

bodies are recognised by the Accounting Standards Boards e.g. (a) International Accounting 

Standards issued by the IASB; (b) International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland); and the 

Companies Act 2006.


8. Security

9. Regulatory

¥ Scallop offers users personal hardware wallets with EAL 6+ technology and bank-grade 

security to store, send and receive Crypto funds.³

¥ Scallop also offers users software wallets where their funds are stored in cold wallets. This 

cold storage is insured by our partners against losses of up to $100 million USD.³

¥ Fiat funds are stored in major banks and secured under FSCS in the UK and Europe.³

¥ Scallop token contracts are insured by using one of the most prominent Crypto insurance 

providers
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Scallop Chain is the world‘s first regulated blockchain built on the Cosmos framework on 

Tendermint system.

,. Regulated Wallet8

*. Regulated Token8

). Regulated Proof of stak3

M. Regulated Substation8

A. Regulated DEX wallet8

&. Regulated DeFi wallet8

$. Regulated CBDC exchange

10. Scallop Chain
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10.1 Overview



Scallop Chain is the world-first regulated public blockchain which allows users on the chain to 

interact with decentralised applications and other users/entities on-chain in a regulated manner. 

The Scallop Chain is a cosmos chain using the Tendermint PoS Consensus mechanism. This 

means that Scallop Chain is both cosmos-capable and EMV-compatible. 




10.2 Consensus



Scallop Chain uses the Tendermint Proof-of-stake (PoS) consensus mechanism. The blockchain 

uses validator nodes to validate transactions and secure the chain. All validators need to stake 

SCLP tokens and should also get voted in by the SCLP tokens. The chain can support over 1000+ 

validator nodes. Brief about Tendermint consensus used by Scallop chain: Tendermint is a 

partially synchronous BFT consensus protocol derived from the DLS consensus algorithm and is 

notable for its simplicity, performance, and fork accountability. The protocol requires a fixed 

known set of validators, where each validator is identified by their public key. Validators attempt 

to come to a consensus on one block at a time, where a block is a list of transactions. Voting for 

consensus on a block proceeds in rounds. Each round has a round leader or proposer, who 

proposes a block. The validators then vote, in stages, on whether to accept the proposed block 

or move on to the next round. The proposer for a round is chosen deterministically from the 

ordered list of validators, in proportion to their voting power. 




10.3 Regulated DApps



The main aspect of the Scallop chain is that it is a regulated chain, in that every app/ user within 

the ecosystem is KYC'd to a centralised entity (in most cases the regulator). Users who are not 

KYC'd or applications that are not KYB'd have restrictions that apply to them. Validators will 

automatically reject their transactions ensuring that only regulated parties can have access to the 

chain.
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10.4 Privacy



Users who are on-boarded onto the Scallop chain need to only share their data with the 

regulator and are then marked with a pseudo-anonymous address as a “verified address".



This allows the users to maintain his/her privacy from other wallets within the chain but also 

follow the rules that a regulator would like to enforce.



10.5 KYC (Know Your Customer) / KYB (Know your Business)



All applications/users undergo a KYC/KYB process before they are allowed to interact with the 

chain.

� Regulated Wallets: At the heart of the Scallop Blockchain lies the KYC and AML process. This 

makes Scallop the first blockchain to provide regulated wallets. These wallets are only issued 

upon successful completion of the KYC and AML process, after which users can create their 

wallets directly on the Scallop Chain�

� Regulated Tokens: Projects or Dapps that want to build on Scallop Chain also have to 

undergo a KYB process, as well as regular KYC and AML checks. Having successfully 

completed this process, projects are able to build on our chain and mint a token. These 

tokens will be the first-ever regulated tokens because they can only be sent and received 

between regulated KYC and AML-verified wallets. As an example, a token like USDC minted 

on the Scallop Chain can only be sent or received between two verified wallets on-chain. This 

mechanism reduces the risk of scams and fraud since ownership of all transactions is 

traceable from source to destination, thus making it more difficult for fraudulent funds to 

leave our ecosystem. We see this as a vital step in moving the Cryptocurrency space forward 

by providing regulation and therefore security to the transactions taking place.
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� Regulated Proof of stake (POS): Scallop’s native chain is a POS blockchain. Validators have to 

go through KYB and KYC to run a node on-chain, meaning that Scallop is also the first 

regulated POS blockchainu

� Regulated Substations: Scallop chain is built on both the Tendermint and Ethermint 

consensus. This means our chain is compatible with both the Cosmos and EVM blockchains. 

This allows users to connect to Scallop Chain via Metamask and use normal EVM addresses 

for the exchange of tokens. In order to use normal EVM addresses, users log into the Scallop 

Chain web app, connect their metamask and then whitelist the EVM address that they would 

like to use. During the whitelisting process, the wallet is checked through Chainalysis and 

Ecliptic. If no fraud is found the wallet is then linked to the user profile on the Scallop Chain. 

Upon completion, the user can then send funds from their Scallop chain address to their EVM 

address in Metamask. In order for users to move funds in and out of the Scallop Chain we 

have created a new system called Scallop Substation. As an example: When sending 100k 

USDC from Ethereum to the Scallop chain; Users will have to connect their Metamask, ledger 

or Wallet Connect to the Scallop Substation. Using the EVM address which has been 

whitelisted, they will be automatically switched to the Ethereum chain. Users can then send 

the tokens to the Scallop substation. Here, the funds and the wallets are checked for any 

connections to the dark web through CTF (Counter Terrorist Funding) and AML checks using 

Chainalysis and Ecliptic. On successful completion of these checks, the funds are then 

deposited into the destination wallet on the Scallop Chain. Similarly, when moving tokens out 

of the Scallop Chain to another EVM chain, the same process is invokedu

� Regulated DEX Wallets: EVM-based wallets will interact with DEXs. By adding these EVM-

based wallets to the Scallop chain we are able to create regulated, AML and KYC-approved 

DEX walletsu

� Regulated CBDC Exchange: CBDCs, also known as Central Bank Digital Currencies, is used 

for financial activities and are limited to the country in which they are created. An example is 

the eYuan, which is used exclusively in China. In the future, when other countries have created 

their own CBDCs, we will need a decentralised exchange ecosystem to facilitate the trade of 

these different CBDCs. Scallop, currently the only regulated chain, will be tokenising these 

CBDCs and making them globally accessible for trading against other currencies.
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10.6 Credit Score



As part of someone’s "decentralised identity,” a portion of a person’s online 

activity would then be “on-chain," meaning that it would be public and easily 

searchable via their individual Crypto wallet. Every wallet on the Scallop Chain is 

regulated. Thus, all the wallets owned by one user can be combined.



On-chain data could be used to gauge engagement or interest in specific creators 

or brands. A music artist, for example, could easily identify their top fans based on 

platform-agnostic, on-chain interactions and reward them with exclusive access or 

other perks. In the financial realm, decentralised identity could enable an internet-

native credit score, which might have applications for issuing loans, performing 

tenant checks, establishing credit, and beyond>

5> User identitE

3> Online reputation managemend

1> Personalised user experiencV

[> Credit scorinA

,> Customer loyalty




10.7 Application



Risk needs to be managed for a wallet, where a fundamental concept of a credit 

score is needed to enable safe and secure use cases.



Web2 has shown the revolution the personalised app behaviour can achieve, ex: E-

commerce apps recommend different home pages based on your previous usage. 

Similar concepts can be brought to web3 as adoption increases.



Given that the community plays a major role in Web3, It's important to pick the 

right wallets to be in the community(through discounted token prices).
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11. Scallop Exchange

Unique Feature{

�  Scallop Pay: Pay for goods & services at your favourite merchants using Cryptj

� NFT futures: Scallop is the future exchange that allows users to trade NFT floor 

prices as a future contractF

� Deep liquidity: Scallop exchange aggregates liquidity from the top 5 

Cryptocurrency exchanges (eg: Binance, Huobi, Okex etc..) so that users that 

trade on Scallop exchange always get the best priceF

� Margin & Futures: Scallop exchange allows users to trade in derivatives which 

allows users to borrow money and also trade futures & optionsF

� High leverage: Scallop exchange offers up to 5x leverage on margin accounts 

and up to 100x leverage on futures & optionsF

� Insured: Every deposit made within Scallop exchange is insured by a 3rd party 

custodian against loss of fundsF

� SCLP token integration: The exchange is tightly integrated with the SCLP 

token where all trading fees can either be paid using SCLP tokens and is 

collected to buyback and burn the SCLP tokenF

� Security Exchange: Regulated: licensed centralised exchange for digital assets 

like Stocks, REIT & NFT futures.

Litepaper 1.4
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1.Scallop app FeeY

d Basic User: 1.5% exchange feM

d Elite User:	1% exchange fee after staking 10k worth of SCLP token@

d Charge: 10p charge on each transaction after 30 transactions to basic user@

d Top-up charges: 2% top charges when a debit/credit card is used



2. Exchange FeeY

d Maker charges: 0.1P

d Tacker charges:	0.01P

d Daily Trading Vol > 100K: 0.09P

d Daily Trading Vol > 1 M: 0.05P

d Daily Trading Vol > 5M: 0.03P

d Listing charges:	20k - 30k


12. Fees and Charges

Litepaper 1.4
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Scallop was incubated by Mahadao and backed by various prestigious blockchain institutions 

such as Kucoin Labs and Bitcoin.com, amongst many others. For further information please see 

our website. We have been extremely fortunate to be in collaboration with a community that has 

provided unparalleled support to the company at every stage of development. Similarly, our 

investors have provided exceptional strategic support and structure to the company.

13. Backers

The Scallop app will prepare people for a future where Cryptocurrencies are an accepted part of 

everyday life. The simple fact is that no other bank or Crypto project offers Scallop’s range of 

integrated products. Simple, secure and progressive, our platform intends to provide many 

opportunities to help Cryptocurrency users realise the potential of the digital space and bring 

Cryptocurrency transactions into the real world.


14. Conclusion


